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the Dearne Valley, South Yorkshire, as part of the 

ambitious Back from the Brink initiative. Funded by 
the National Lottery Heritage Fund and developed 
by Natural England and Rethink Nature, Back from 
the Brink brought a collection of conservation 
organisations and NGOs together to lead species 
and landscape-focussed projects across England 
to safeguard the futures of 20 of the UK’s most 
threatened species. The project has contributed 
to a greater understanding of the willow tit in 
more detail, analysing their winter home ranges 
and movements to better learn about their habitat 
and landscape requirements. This research was at 
the forefront of willow tit conservation and used 
radio tracking techniques to acquire data which will 
better inform management of sites for willow tit, 
a usually very secretive species. The project also 
looked to bring the undervalued scrub habitat up 
the agenda, to inform communities, landowners 
and decision makers of the wildlife value these 
provide. Perhaps, with the concepts of wilding or 
re-wilding coming further into the public eye and 
conservation organisations, there is some hope for 
scrub-dependant species before it’s too late.

Sophie Pinder
BACK FROM THE BRINK PROJECT OFFICER

As with many native bird species in the UK, 
the willow tit (Poecile montanus kleinschmidti) 
population has suffered dramatically over the past 
half century. Rapid population declines driven by 
habitat loss from woodland clearance, drainage 
and agricultural expansion has given the willow tit 
the unwanted title of the UK’s most threatened 
resident bird. A bird of low mobility across open 
landscapes, willow tit depend on expansive 
patches of dense woody vegetation connected 
through hedgerows, young woodland and mature 
scrub. Changes in management practices, neglect 
of traditional management techniques and large-
scale woodland clearance have led to the loss 
of vitally important early successional habitat, 
which is often now limited to post-industrial areas 
where pioneer species have taken advantage of 
the closure of industries such as coal mining. The 
messy appearance of this habitat means it is often 
seen as low value or perceived as an eyesore, 
leading to complete removal in favour of ‘neat’ 
plantations or heavily mown amenity grassland, 
or even setting aside the land for development. 
Even in the conservation world, the long-standing 
tradition of scrub bashing can be without 
consideration for low-key species like willow tit 
and is in need of a change in mindset.
In the summer of 2017, Yorkshire Wildlife Trust 
and the RSPB began the four-year Willow Tit 
Recovery Project in the post-industrial setting of 

The native British Willow Tit,  
Poecile montanus 
kleinschmidti.
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England, is thought to have impacted willow tit 
distribution by pushing birds to cooler areas of  
the UK.
The reasons for a dramatic decline in the UK are 
difficult to attribute to a single factor, though 
it is widely considered that changes in habitat 
management and development of brownfield sites 
have impacted populations’ ability to find suitable 
habitat for nesting and foraging. Local population 
changes may well be more complex and involve 
multiple factors which can include, though not 
limited to:
• Fragmentation of suitable habitat patches
•  Increased competition for resources from  

other species
• Increased predation
• Maturation of suitable habitat
• Increased deer browsing of shrub layer
•  Commercial development of or loss of  

suitable habitat

• Drying out of suitable habitat
• Removal of deadwood from habitats
Willow tit has general protection under the 
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended), 
updated in Schedule 12 of the Countryside and 
Rights of Way Act 2000. It is listed as a species of 
‘principal importance for the purpose of conserving 
biodiversity’ under Section 41 (England) of the 
NERC Act 2006.
In order to safeguard the future of this species, it is 
necessary to consider a range of methods to counter 
the factors contributing to decline. These include:
• Surveying and monitoring of sites
•  Implementation of favourable management for 

willow tit
•  Protection of brownfield sites and considerations 

for repurposing post-industrial land.
This handbook is written primarily for landowners 
and managers and those who are looking to 
undertake practical habitat management for 
willow tit. Specifically, it provides advice on habitat 
management techniques and monitoring and 
surveying methods with supporting information on 
ecology and case study examples.
It draws information from a range of published 
and unpublished sources, which are listed in the 
references section (page 27), and primary research 
which has been undertaken through the National 
Lottery Heritage Fund (NLHF) Back from the Brink 
project in the Dearne Valley, South Yorkshire 
and additional studies in the Wigan area, Greater 
Manchester.

The British population of the willow tit (Poecile 

montanus kleinshmidti) is the UK’s fastest declining 
resident bird species and forms a distinct subspecies 
found only in the UK. The population of this 
subspecies has been in continual decline since the 
early-mid 1970s and is concerningly rapid. As of 
2020 it is estimated that willow tit numbers dropped 
between 88-94% over half a century alongside a 
50% contraction in breeding range. Willow tit was 
upgraded to a Red List species in 2002 – the highest 
level of Conservation Concern in the UK.
The species as a whole is widespread across 
Northern Europe and Asia, associated primarily 
with boreal and alpine forests, though in Britain 
they are almost exclusively associated with early 
successional habitats such as damp scrub and 
young woodland. Populations across Europe do 
not show as dramatic a decline as the UK but still 
show a moderate long-term population decline.
Impacts of climate change, such as increased 
periods of drought, especially in South-East 
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duller ‘matte’ black cap which extends further 
down the nape (back of the neck) and large untidy 
bib, whereas marsh tit is described as having 
a glossy black cap and small, neat bib. In the 
literature however, a review of these features has 
demonstrated that there is a lack of any certainty 
in the reliability of these comparisons1.
There may, however, be greater reliability in the 
cheek pattern. Willow tit generally exhibit a larger 
more uniform white cheek with a subtle warm 
yellow colour change to the ear coverts, whereas a 
greater contrast exists here in marsh tit, where the 
white cheek abruptly becomes a pale grey-brown 
between the cheek and the nape.
The most conclusive difference appears to be the 
presence of a white marking on the upper mandible 
of the bill of marsh tit, which was found in a study 
to be profoundly absent on willow tit. Whilst this 
could provide a more confident verification, it is 
very difficult to see in field conditions.

Body and wing pattern
Willow tit is often described as characteristically 
‘bull-necked’ as a result of their annual need to 
excavate a nest hole in deadwood. Marsh tit 
will not carry out this extensive physical activity 
for nest excavation and so are thought to be 
comparatively sleeker. Again, this is somewhat 
unreliable, especially in the field, as observations 
can be distorted by the birds’ posture.

Identification
The British willow tit is remarkably similar in 
appearance to the comparatively scarce marsh tit 
(Poecile palustris), so much so that it wasn’t until 
1897 that these species were separately identified 
in the UK.
Willow tit are sexually monomorphic; males and 
females show no additional differences in physical 
characteristics to their biology. Typically, they are 
slightly smaller than a blue tit (Cyanistes caeruleus) 
in size. Visual identification is particularly difficult 
as willow tit often spend long periods deep in 
dense vegetation. Even around feeding stations, 
visits are usually fleeting, as they have a tendency 
to be dominated by other species.
Confusion on physical identification can be 
compounded in areas which both willow tit 
and marsh tit occupy. There are subtle physical 
differences which can be used to form an 
identification basis; however, these are, on their 
own, not always sufficient to confidently verify. 
Identification features, their limitations and 
reliability are discussed in the section below.

Willow tit and marsh tit comparison guide
Head: cap, cheeks, bill and bib
Willow tit and marsh tit both exhibit a black 
cap and bib and white cheeks. Willow tit are 
often described as having a messier appearance 
in contrast to the smarter looking marsh tit. In 
particular, the willow tit is noted for having a 

 1Richard K. Broughton 
(2009). Separation of Willow 
Tit and Marsh Tit in Britain: 
a review. British Birds 102: 
604–616.
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Figure 3.1 

Comparison of willow tit (left) 
and marsh tit (right).
Note on willow tit the 
absence of white marking on 
the upper mandible, warm 
yellow transition from white 
cheeks and pale feathers 
which exhibit a streaky panel 
on the wing. 
These are the most reliable 
characteristics when 
differentiating between the 
two species.
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Figure 2.1 

Willow tit UK distribution. 
Darkest colour represents 
areas of highest population 
(adapted from BTO). 



lack of a pale wing panel on coal tit, which instead 
is showcased by a white wing bar formed of pale 
colourings at the top of the primary wing feathers.

BREEDING AND NESTING

Willow tit pairs are generally sedentary, occupying 
the same territory from their first breeding year. 
Research from Scandinavia shows that willow tit 
territories are very large, often greater than 10 
hectares, with breeding density low as a result. In 
Britain, there is a general lack of understanding 
of the scope of willow tit territories, though it is 
thought they still occupy large home ranges. A 
study in Wigan from 20212  found that territory 
size averaged 13-14ha and can contain up to 7ha of 
woodland on post-industrial sites.

BREEDING CYCLE

Establishing breeding territories
Paired-up willow tit are highly territorial and will 
occupy the same territory all year round once 
established. In the run-up to the breeding season, 
it is thought the extent of their home range shrinks 
to a smaller area focussed for breeding activity. It 
is during this time they become more vocal than 
usual, announcing themselves with the diagnostic 
“tsi-tsi chay-chay-chay” call to fend off potential 
competitors or, if a bird is unpaired, to attract a 
mate. The period of establishing and defending 
territories usually lasts from late January until mid-
April as pairs identify potential nest sites.

It has long been suggested in literature that one of 
the best distinguishing features between willow 
and marsh tit is the presence of a pale panel on 
the willow tit wing, caused by lighter coloured 
fringes of the secondary and tertiary wing feathers 
which is absent on the marsh tit, which show more 
uniform brown colourings. This should be treated 
with caution, as lighting variations in the field 
combined with individual variation within species 
mean that this is not necessarily as reliable as is 
often considered. However, when combined with 
the absence of a white bill marking, it can form a 
fairly reliable identification basis for willow tit.
With all physical identification characteristics, a 
degree of caution should be applied as there will 
occasionally be overlap between the two species 
due to age, individual variation, field conditions 
and the subjective perceptions of the observer. A 
combination of the features described can provide 
some confidence in identification, however the 
subjectivity of some observations often means 
it is incredibly difficult to get an undisputed 
verification. Therefore, the most useful, objective 
(and therefore reliable) feature is voice.

Voice
Like all tit species, the willow tit has a range of 
calls, though the diagnostic call is easily recognised 
as a deep and nasal sounding “tsi-tsi chay-chay-

chay.” The call is unlikely to be confused with that 
of another small bird, though it can take some 
time for a beginner recorder to feel confident in 
verifying one as a willow tit without seeing the bird 
also. For comparison, a marsh tit will often call with 
a high pitched “pitch-ou” which can be described as 
sounding similar to that of an explosive sneeze.
There are some good online video resources which 
discuss visual and call differences. https://www.
bto.org/develop-your-skills/bird-identification/
videos/telling-apart-marsh-and-willow-tits

OTHER SPECIES OF POTENTIAL CONFUSION

Northern European willow tit
The British willow tit is our native resident, but 
there have been occasional records in the UK of 
the Northern European willow tit (Poecile montanus 

borealis). The European subspecies are distinctively 
larger, paler and of more grey colouring than the 
British subspecies. It is unlikely that the presence 
of borealis in Britain are breeders, instead likely 
wandering vagrants from the continent.

Coal tit
Coal tit (Periparus ater) and willow tit exhibit similar 
colourings – black cap and bib, white cheeks and 
dull grey/brown back, and this makes it possible to 
confuse in field conditions, especially for beginner 
recorders and in the absence of a diagnostic call.
The differences when viewed closely, however, are 
apparent. The black cap of a coal tit is parted at 
the back of the head to the nape by a distinctive 
white patch, which is completely absent on willow 
tit. The bib of a coal tit is much larger, extending 
further down the breast and to the sides. There is a 
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 2Richard K. Broughton, 
Wayne Parry and Marta 
Maziarz,  (2020). Wilding 
of a post-industrial site 
provides a habitat refuge for 
an endangered woodland 
songbird, the British Willow 
Tit (Poecile montanus 
kleinschmidti), Bird Study, 
67.:3, 269-278.

Figure 3.2 

Willow tit breeding cycle
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feeding 

APR-MAY
Nest 

excavation  

before deciding on one to develop into a full nest 
chamber. Willow tit are not as powerful as other 
excavating birds (such as woodpeckers), so they 
require softer woods which are more susceptible 
to rot. The most common examples of tree species 
in which nests are discovered include (but are 
not limited to): silver birch (Betula pendula), elder 
(Sambucus nigra) and willow (Salix spp.), particularly 
grey (Salix cinerea) and crack willow (Salix fragilis). 
Other species can include alder (Alnus glutinosa), 
hazel (Corylus avellana), wild cherry (Prunus avium), 
hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna) and conifer species 
such as pine (Pinus spp.).

Willow tit can successfully nest in stumps as small 
as 5cm in diameter, though the optimum is thought 
to measure 10-12cm. They tend to nest in short 
standing stumps, with most nests located within 
1.5 metres of the ground, however they will also 
use fallen logs or decaying parts of mature trees if 
the opportunities allow. Nest entrances measure 
at least 20mm in diameter, with the completed 
chamber excavated to a depth of 12.5cm3.

Egg laying
Following the excavation of a nest chamber, nests 
are lined with soft material, such as fibres from 
reedmace or bulrush as well as feathers.
The first brood is laid in April to late-May and 
typically consists of 6-12 eggs. The female will 
incubate the eggs for approximately 14 days before 
the hatchlings emerge, which will then remain in 
the nest for around 18 days before fledging.
Nest failure is potentially common amongst willow 
tit. Their choice of nest site makes them vulnerable 
to predation from mammals such as stoat (Mustela 

erminea) and grey squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis). 
Exposed nest sites make the eggs and chicks easy 
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Nest excavation
Standing rotting deadwood is the preferred nesting 
resource for willow tit as they excavate their own 
nest chamber. The birds, usually the female, will 
do this every year as pairs will use a new cavity for 
each brood.
The excavation process takes place between April 
and May, and birds may start several excavations 

prey for great spotted woodpecker (Dendrocopos 
major) which can easily dismantle the soft wood 
and expose the chamber. Usurpation of nests 
is another cause of failure, usually by blue tit or 
great tit (Parus major) once a chamber has been 
excavated. Occasionally willow tit will successfully 
defend their nests from competitive species, but it 
is not common.
Regardless of the cause, nest failure will delay 
breeding, the urgency heightened even more 
by the need to excavate another chamber and 
a subsequently reduced clutch size of a second 
brood. Excavation is an exhausting process and 
depending on the timing of the first brood failure, 
a pair may not have the energy to have a second 
attempt. Second broods have been recorded 
in North-West England as late as early June if 
the original nest failed before the egg laying 
stage. Once incubation has begun, it becomes 
increasingly difficult for a second brood attempt.

Fledging and post-breeding season
Should a brood be successful, once fledged, the 
family will remain around the breeding territory for 
a further 20 days whilst the fledglings continue to 
be fed by the parents.
There is limited research on the dispersal of willow 
tit young. As a species they are rarely observed 
joining other tit flocks readily during late summer, 
preferring instead to remain within their home 
range. Juveniles will travel further than paired 
birds at the end of the breeding season to establish 
their own territory, possibly exploring over five 
kilometres.

DIET

Willow tit maintain a varied diet throughout the 
year, but predominantly feed on invertebrates. 
In particular, crane fly (Tipulidae) make up a high 
proportion of the diet, a likely correlation with 
typical willow tit territories occupying damp 
areas, as crane fly rely on wet conditions for larval 
development, particularly in damp woodland or 
wet grassland habitat. Lepidoptera (butterfly and 
moth) caterpillars, Hemiptera (true bugs, e.g. shield 
bug, aphid) and Aranaea (spider) (particularly in 
early spring) are other important food sources.
The majority of foraging occurs predominantly in 
the shrub layer of woodlands or marginal habitat. 
In winter, willow tit feed by gleaning invertebrates 
from foliage and seed heads. Weevils associated 
with willow catkins have been noted as an 
important food source during the summer. During 
the autumn and winter, when invertebrates are 
scarcer, seeds and berries are a supplementary 
source, and birds will create caches of food for 
winter consumption. Bird feeders will be used 
occasionally, especially during cold spells, though 
visits are often fleeting and can be limited when 
more competitive species also use the feeders.

Nest excavation

3Wayne Parry and  Richard 
K. Broughton (2019). Nesting 
behaviour and breeding 
success of Willow Tits 
Poecile montanus in north-
west England. Ringing and 
Migration.



POPULATION AND DISTRIBUTION

National distribution
Willow tit were once widespread across England, 
Wales and the Scottish borders. The distribution 
in the UK now shows a large absence across 
South and South-East England where populations 
once existed. The South-West has also suffered 
losses, though less dramatic and now only smaller, 
fragmented populations remain across North 
Devon, Hampshire and Cornwall.
Populations are concentrated along a band from 
Wales through the Midlands, Yorkshire and 
Lancashire, and then into the North-East regions 
of Durham. There are absences across rural areas 
of the Yorkshire Dales and Lake District National 
Park before sparse populations return along 
the Cumbrian lowlands and Scottish borders at 
Dumfries and Galloway.
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woodland types in Britain and is particularly 
vulnerable to drying out, affecting specialist 
species like willow tit which have adapted to damp 
and humid conditions. Deliberate interventions 
for drainage, pollution incidents and increasing 
occurrences of long, dry summers, all contribute to 
the reduction of habitat quality.
Being sedentary, willow tit are more sensitive to 
habitat change and fragmentation which makes 
it harder for them to establish new territories. 
Consequently, they may be forced to remain in 
sub-optimal conditions or fail to find a mate if 
existing populations are small and isolated. 

Competition and predation
Whilst there have been several studies noting 
the impacts of blue tit and great tit on willow tit 
breeding failure, there is a lack of evidence to 
suggest that the decline in willow tit numbers is 
associated with an increase in blue tit and great tit 
numbers. It is, however, clear that local populations 
of dominant tit species have increased, and this 
has implications for local willow tit populations. 
For example, a study in Wigan found that the 
most common cause of nest failure in early 
nesting stages was usurpation of nest sites by blue 
tit. Willow tit will attempt to defend nest sites, 
sometimes successfully, but generally will lose out, 
delaying breeding and reducing fledgling success. 
If this happens multiple times or late in the season, 
they may not be able to produce a brood at all.
Even if a pair does produce a brood, eggs and 
chicks are vulnerable to predation by great spotted 
woodpecker. Natural predators have become 
more abundant, in particular the UK great spotted 
woodpecker population dramatically increased 
314% between 1970 and 2006.
Whilst usurpation of nest sites from blue tit and 
great tit are more frequent in woodland habitats, 
predation by great spotted woodpecker is apparent 
in woodland and farmland. In farmland landscapes, 
willow tit habitat often comprise small pockets of 
scrubby woodland, orchards or hedgerows and is 
often fragmented, leaving nests vulnerable. Great 
spotted woodpecker numbers have increased 
more in wooded farmland areas than broadleaved 
woodland. Maturation of woodland sites create 
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Figure 3.4 

Example of potential elder 
nest site.

Habitat trends
Studies have shown that the greatest declines have 
occurred in woodland and farmland over other 
habitat types. Within woodland and farmland 
habitats, the highest proportion of wildlife occurs 
within the edges and margins, such as mature 
scrub and hedgerow boundaries. Willow tit depend 
on dense low vegetation and changes in land 
use and a reduction in traditional management 
practices (such as coppicing) has led to a loss of 
this structural component within woodlands. 
Farmland edges often change abruptly into closed-
canopy woodland and lack the species-rich mix of 
graded habitat from open to scrub to open canopy 
woodland.
By contrast, willow tit can occur at high densities 
on brownfield sites which have developed into 
early successional habitats colonised by willow 
and birch. Wetland areas in particular have seen 
more shallow declines, possibly indicating a greater 
resilience in these habitats where there is a greater 
food source and more opportunities for nesting.

CONTRIBUTING FACTORS IN TRENDS

Changes in habitat management
Woodland cover in Britain is slowly increasing, 
but changes in how woodlands are used and 
managed has changed significantly over the past 
century. Traditional management practices have 
largely become redundant and as a consequence, 
woodlands have lost much of the diverse structure 
which is depended on by a range of birds. 
Willow tit specifically prefer a particular structure 
of woodland: a relatively open canopy with a tall, 
dense shrub layer and abundance of decaying 
wood. Changes in woodland use, such as for 
recreation and public access, do not conform to 
leaving areas of woodland to become ‘scrubby’ 
and areas deemed ‘messy’ are tidied for aesthetic 
reasons. Willow tit will forage predominantly in 
the lower layers of woodlands. These areas are 
typically more vulnerable to change and can easily 
decline in quality through a lack of management 
(through maturation of woodlands to closed 
canopy, eventually shading out lower layers) or 
deer browsing. Habitats where the shrub layer is 
declining or in poor condition reduces opportunity 
for foraging and can push willow tit into sub-
optimal areas where they become more vulnerable 
to predation.
Other species which depend on thick scrub, such 
as nightingale (Luscinia megarhynchos) and turtle 
dove (Streptopelia turtur) have declined 90% and 
93% since the 1970s, respectively. Lesser spotted 
woodpecker (Dendrocopos minor) is another species 
which depends on dead and rotting wood for 
nesting in damp woodlands and have shown an 
83% decline since 1970. 
Despite sharing habitat niches, nightingale, turtle 
dove and lesser spotted woodpecker populations 
are concentrated in the south and east where 
willow tit have largely disappeared.

Population trends
The national willow tit population suffered a 
sudden and steep decline in the early 1970s. Since 
then, the population has continued to decline at a 
less severe but constant rate.

preferable features for woodpeckers, which make 
use of larger, older trees. Woodland transitioning 
from typical willow tit habitat of young scrub to 
less suitable older woodland increases predator 
abundance and loses safety features of dense 
scrub as the canopy broadens, making willow tit 
more vulnerable. As with blue tit, national studies 
have found no long-term correlation between 
willow tit numbers and great spotted woodpecker 
abundance.

HABITAT REQUIREMENTS

Willow tit will occupy habitat which is generally 
damp and can support thickets of dense scrub; 
wet woodland, former industrial sites (gravel pits, 
quarries, spoil pits) and scrubby margins to drier 
woodland, upland heath and mires, wet grassland, 
wetland and wooded areas within farmland are all 
potential areas for willow tit to colonise.

Box 3.1  Summary

Habitat change is probably the most 

likely cause of national willow tit decline, 
however other factors, such as greater 
competition from other tit species and 
increased predation, have a more profound 
impact on local scales. It is fair to conclude 

that changes in habitat contribute to 

increased populations of competitive 
species, which in turn drive willow tit into 
sub-optimal habitats where they are more 
easily outcompeted for resources. 

BREEDING HABITAT REQUIREMENTS

Deadwood
Standing rotting deadwood is a critical element 
of breeding willow tit habitat, as they require this 
to excavate their nests. It is likely that breeding 
habitat has a greater need for wetness, as this 
encourages wood rot in tree stumps. 
Soil moisture
Research has shown that occupied willow tit nest 
sites had greater soil moisture than unoccupied 
or abandoned sites4. Typical species used for 
nesting, such as birch, willow and elder, occur 
more often in wetter conditions and the additional 
influence, such as increased humidity, enhance the 
rotting process and provide more opportunities 
for nesting. Higher soil moisture provides habitat 
for Diptera, Lepidoptera and other primary food 
sources (food availability becomes even more 
important with nestlings). 
Willow tit abundance tends to be higher in wet 
habitats compared to drier woodland and farmland, 
though nationally these areas are less common and 
more isolated. In Wigan study sites, streams and 
running water features are appearing significant 
within willow tit territories. Riparian woodlands 
and sites which flood periodically will often have 
higher soil moisture and humidity.

4Alex J.G. Lewis, Arjun 
Amar, Daniel Cordi-Piec and 
Richard M. Thewlis (2007). 
Factors influencing Willow 
Tit Poecile montanus site 
occupancy: a comparison 
of abandoned and occupied 
woods. Ibis (149) 205-213.

Figure 3.3 

Willow tit UK breeding 
distribution change since 
1968 (adapted from BTO). 

  Major areas of decline and loss

  Major areas of established and gained population



vegetation height of 1-4m but also need variable 
vegetation height with a mixture of trees, scrub 
and tall herbaceous vegetation. Studies from 
Wigan have shown that pockets of grassland, 
particularly wet grassland, are an important 
component of willow tit habitat, and that generally, 
a mosaic of vegetation with a diverse structure is 
significant in supporting willow tit pairs.

Structure
Structure is important within breeding territories. 
A low canopy with a dense understory comprising 
thorny scrub and standing deadwood and young 
trees is ideal. Willow tit nest in trunks of relatively 
small diameter, and rarely use mature stands. 
Young woodlands or areas of coppice (10-15 years 
old) can also provide structure suitable for nest 
sites. Areas occupied by willow tit have an average 
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Figure 3.6 

Typical examples of willow tit 
habitat types:

3.6a Post-industrial railway 
scrub

3.6b Willow carr wet 
woodland

3.6c Grassland field margin 
scrub

3.6d Wetland scrub edge

3.6e Brownfield birch scrub 
regeneration

3.6f Riparian woodland and 
scrub.

Figure 3.5 

Example of a well-structured 
woodland for willow tit 
with open canopy gaps, 
mixed heights of understory 
and standing and fallen 
deadwood.

3.6a

3.6c

3.6e

3.6b

3.6d

3.6f

RESULTS

Home range
Home ranges were mapped, and areas calculated 
for 8 of the 11 tagged birds over the two winters. 
Home ranges varied considerably between 
individuals and ranged from 1.58ha to 6.98ha. 
The average home range measured 3.16ha. These 
figures are only based on a small sample of birds 
within one study area, but it is very likely that a 
pair of willow tit require more than 2ha of suitable 
habitat and could need as much as 7ha. These 
were resulting from following birds for a small time 
period, and it is likely that different areas may be 
used at different times of year suggesting that the 
actual area used across a year may be greater.
The types of home ranges varied and included 
linear habitats, small compact home ranges and 
home ranges containing multiple habitat patches. 
One individual, thought to be an unpaired male, 
ranged over a number of different patches more 
than 1km apart over three days (Figure 3.7a) and 
was possibly looking for a mate and territory.
Another bird held a territory along a linear strip 
of habitat along a disused railway line (Figure 

3.7b). The smallest home range was for a bird 
that was tracked for seven days and stuck to an 
area of willow carr along a reservoir inlet stream, 
making forays into adjacent hedgerows (Figure 

3.7c). Another bird tracked over 11 days, moved 
between two patches more than 1km apart on a 
daily basis, spending most time in the northern part 
of its range but visiting the southern area on most 
days (Figure 3.7d). This bird was paired and was also 
seen with adjacent territory holders in both the 
northern and southern parts of its range.

Habitat structure

Habitat structure was analysed using freely 
available Environment Agency LiDAR data to 
calculate ground elevation and vegetation height. 
Much of the study area comprises urban and 
built-up environments, so permanent large built 
structures were removed but, due to restrictions 
on the mapping tool, small-scale and temporary 
man-made structures (garden sheds, storage 
containers etc.) remained on the final data 
projection. The tracked birds mainly used areas of 
natural vegetation and rarely used gardens or other 
features of the built-up environment.
Areas that closely matched where willow tit were 
located had an average vegetation height of 
<8m with the closest match at 1-4m. Vegetation 
height variation ranged between 1 and 15m and 
averaged at 5m between the tallest and shortest 
heights within areas used by willow tit. This backs 
up conclusions within previous literature which 
refers to an ideal shrub layer of vegetation height 
at 2-4m. Larger blocks of apparently suitable 
structure are not used and may be woodland areas 
which could be drier or composed of unsuitable 
tree species.

CASE STUDY
Willow tit radio tracking project, 
Dearne Valley

Purpose and objectives
Conservation efforts for willow tit often target 
habitat management, but very little is known of 
specific habitat characteristics, such as structure, 
species composition and the area required of 
home ranges. As part of the national Back from the 
Brink programme of conservation work funded by 
the NLHF, administered by Natural England, the 
Dearne Valley Nature Improvement Area in South 
Yorkshire was chosen as the area for the willow tit 
conservation project, led by RSPB and Yorkshire 
Wildlife Trust (YWT).
One of the aims of the project was to identify 
home range requirements for willow tit and 
investigate how they used habitat patches within 
this range.

Methodology
Over two winter periods (2017/18 and 2018/19) 
the catching and ringing of willow tits was centred 
on three core sites in the project area owned and 
managed by different partners – Carlton Marsh 
(Barnsley Council/YWT), Old Moor (RSPB) and 
Worsbrough Reservoir (Barnsley Council).
11 willow tits were caught and fitted with radio 
transmitters to enable researchers to follow 
their movements and identify habitat locations. 
Transmitters weighing 0.4g were fitted by trained 
ringers with the relevant BTO tracking license. The 
tagged birds were tracked for periods of between 
one to nine hours daily while the tag remained 
attached and working, between one and twelve 
days. During tracking, the location of the bird was 
noted at ten-minute intervals recorded with a ten-
figure grid reference and details of the habitat and 
bird activity noted.

3 | Ecology
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Figure 3.7a 

Figure 3.7b

Figure 3.7c 

Figure 3.7d

SUMMARY
The radio tracking element of this study confirmed 
that willow tits occupy a relatively small home 
range over winter (median 2.7ha), though this 
is not necessarily a single continuous block and 
non-paired birds can be mobile between different 
patches. Winter home ranges were characterised 
by a heterogenous mix of vegetation heights and 
structure, usually with a high component of scrub.

The small sample of birds and relatively short 
timescale of data collection means that actual 
home range is likely to be larger and the centre of 
activity may vary between seasons as different 
resources are used.
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disappear without targeted interventions to 
retain the ideal structure and features to support 
breeding willow tit. This would be a case for 
enhancement interventions.
Another example: you may have several pockets 
of wet scrub which amount to 1ha in area. It’s 
possible that you can extend these areas of scrub 
to develop to 5ha which would then hold more 
chance of supporting a breeding territory. In cases 
of expansion intervention, identify what other 
features would be impacted and to what extent at 
the expense of extending scrub before making a 
decision based on your conservation priorities.
Habitat creation for willow tit is thinking more 
long-term, likely 10-15 years in the future based 
on successful management projects in Wigan. 
Success is more likely if there is already a decent 
local population which can be sustained until the 
created habitat reaches sufficient age. Strategically, 
habitat creation areas should be identified where 
they can act as stepping stones to other suitable 
habitats. This improves species resilience as it will 
provide greater connectivity of habitat across a 
larger area, increasing the chances of sustaining 
populations.

Managing woodlands  
for willow tit 
WOODLAND TYPES 

Willow tit will use a range of woodland types, 
primarily wet woodlands, including riparian scrub 
and damper areas within broadleaf woodland. 
Young pioneer woodlands, common on brownfield 
sites, are also preferred in urban areas. Often it is 
the edge habitat of woodlands which suit willow 
tit, especially along broadleaf or conifer plantation 
woodlands. Upland reservoir woodland plantations 
can support good populations of willow tit.

Desired habitat features 

For maximum ecological benefit, woodlands should 
contain a full range of structural features, which 
are not dominated by one particular feature. This 
includes:
•  Field layer – forbs, ferns, grasses and bryophytes 

(mosses and lichens)
• Shrub layer – low scrub species <5m high
• Understory – low-growing scrub and young trees
•  Canopy – mature trees, including veteran trees 

with associated micro-habitat niches
•  Deadwood – standing, fallen and within veteran 

trees

•  Elements of wetness are important for willow tit 
(e.g. ponds, drains, streams, high water table).

IDENTIFYING SITES FOR MANAGEMENT

Before any hands-on management is carried out, it 
is useful to have an understanding of pre-existing 
willow tit populations in and around your site. 
This can be done simply through a desk study, 
examining records from your Local Records 
Centre. If the site is already monitored by staff or 
volunteers, you may already know where willow tit 
territories exist and what the changes have been 
over time, depending on how long the monitoring 
has been applied.
Often willow tit records have come from ad hoc 
sightings or records from breeding bird surveys 
(BBS), so it is useful to conduct a methodological 
willow tit survey which is more tailored and will 
likely produce a more accurate picture of the 
status of willow tit on your patch. Encouraging 
local residents to report willow tit sightings from 
garden bird feeders was found in Wigan as a useful 
way of discovering new locations. Such records 
would likely need verifying, given the difficulty 
of identification. Section 5 lays out guidance for 
conducting a tailored willow tit survey.
Once you have a picture of local populations 
you can designate key areas for enhancement, 
expansion or creation. For example, you may 
have a wet woodland which has not had active 
management for decades, but still hold one or 
two territories. In the long-term it is probable 
that without management these territories will 
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Figure 4.1 

Example of ideal willow tit 
habitat with key features – 
wet features with herbaceous 
vegetation, tall and dense 
vegetation understory with 
occasional shrubs and trees.

For willow tit, possibly the most important feature 
across woodland habitat is a dense shrub and 
understory layer of, preferably, thorny vegetation 
such as bramble interspersed with scrub and 
young trees. This is where the majority of willow 
tit activity takes place and is important for foraging 
and providing cover from predators. It is not 
unusual for nests to be excavated within dense 
thickets where deadwood is available. The ideal 
height for this vegetation is 2-4 metres.
Aim for a range of scrub vegetation age (5-20 
years) to achieve a diverse shrub layer and allow 
understory to develop in more open areas. Small 
diameter species such as birch, elder and willow 
sallow can provide nest stumps and enhance 
structural diversity. The canopy is ideally low and 
allows enough light and space to develop the 
lower layers. A good example is when willow carr 
woodland naturally regenerates when boughs 
of crack willow break off and increase light 
penetration. Other woodlands will usually mature 
and form a dense canopy. Self-thinning does occur 
naturally through the death of weaker trees though 
this does not create canopy gaps as weak trees die 
off before they can reach canopy height. Wetness 
within woodlands is desirable as it creates a more 
humid microclimate which enhances wood rot, 
creating soft deadwood for nesting and providing 
suitable invertebrate habitat. Woodlands with 
springs and flushes, ponds, high water table or 
periodically flood all provide suitable conditions 
for willow tit. Though it is not essential to have wet 
features, sites with more wetness, even seasonally, 
generally have greater nesting potential so these 
are important to retain where possible.

MANAGEMENT ISSUES ASSOCIATED  

WITH DECLINE

 Maturation of young woodland. Usually a result 
of lack of active management associated with 
increased trunk diameter and height resulting 
in canopy closure and increasing shade of the 
woodland. This leads to a loss of dynamic structure 
of the shrub layer and scrub understory.
 Decrease in soil moisture. Woodlands situated 
within regulated floodplains have often had 
drainage systems installed to restrict water flow. 
These woodlands are subsequently prone to drying 
out and colonisation of less suitable tree species 
for willow tit, such as oak (Quercus spp.).
 Lack of deadwood nest sites. Often more likely in 
public open space woodland where deadwood is 
treated as a safety hazard or seen as messy and 
undesirable, and often cleared away completely.
 Redevelopment of post-industrial brownfield sites. 
 Overgrazing. This can be from livestock or wild 
animals, deer in particular, as young trees are 
grazed or damaged by browsing animals which 
restricts development of understory. Non-native 
species, such as muntjac deer, are prone to 
browsing the lower understory which restricts 
development of foraging habitat.
Fragmentation of habitats.
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HABITAT MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

ISSUE: Maturation of woodland
SOLUTION OPTION 1: Selective thinning
This includes the selective removal of large trees 
to regenerate an abundant shrub layer. As always, 
assess your woodland before carrying out works, 
and look to retain other important features e.g. 
veteran trees which provide habitat for bats.
When selecting trees for thinning, remove canopy 
trees next to existing edges or open spaces, such 
as ponds of lake edges, to encourage wider bands 
of dense scrub between woodland and open 
habitats.

Figure 4.2 

Before and after photos 
following woodland thinning 
for willow tit.

BEFORE

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER
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SOLUTION OPTION 2: Creation of shallow water 
holding features
Shallow features which hold water seasonally are 
of great benefit to invertebrates. Creating shallow 
depressions (50cm depth in the centre of the 
feature) with gently sloping edges collect water 
through surface water runoff or groundwater 
flooding. These are effective on a range of soil 
types. On low-permeable soils (clay, silts) scrapes 
will retain perched water, maintaining a high soil 
moisture content. On permeable soils (peat, sands, 
gravel) with a high enough water table, depressions 
can be dug so they break into the water table and 
fill up seasonally from surface flooding.

4 |  Habitat  
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SOLUTION OPTION 2: Ride and glade creation
Glades are open areas within a woodland and 
connected by linear routes called rides. This 
creates wildlife corridors within a woodland and 
improves species movement. Clear felling an area 
to create glades and rides offer both edge habitat 
and open ground. The open space of the glades 
will benefit a range of species, particularly when 
created around wet areas, but the edge habitat 
associated with the open space is significant for 
willow tit. 
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Figure 4.3 

Example of open glade with 
developing edge vegetation.

Figure 4.4

Ride design with  
scalloped edge.

Rides provide routes through woodlands and are 
most beneficial when bordered by edge habitat 
rather than an immediate change to canopy 
trees. Opening some of the canopy and allowing 
low scrub to develop along the edges provides 
connectivity through the woodland. The sheltered 
edge within woodland develops a warmer 
microclimate which increases invertebrate activity, 
providing a food source and shelter for willow tit to 
move through the woodland.
Where possible, rides should run east-west as 
this receives more hours of sunlight. Keep rides 
sheltered and out of prevailing wind directions 
to restrict tree damage and maintain a humid 
microclimate. Creating rides with a scalloped edge 
can minimise the effects of wind.

SOLUTION OPTION 3: Coppicing
Coppicing is a traditional woodland management 
method which has largely disappeared as the 
commercial industry declined. Consequently, old 
coppice areas have developed into unsuitable tall 
spindles of closed woodland.
Coppicing is used to periodically regenerate 
the shrub layer, allowing light to penetrate the 
woodland and encourage rapid growth. Typically, 
coppice favours hazel as it was easy to work with 
and there was a market for hazel products. Other 
ecologically important species, such as hawthorn, 
can be coppiced to produce a dense low structure. 
Fast regenerating species like willow can be 
coppiced in wet woodlands, where new growth 
develops rapidly and provides dense understory.
To maintain maximum impact for willow tit, 
coppice areas should be managed on a rotation 
to accommodate the full range of growth stages, 
including retention of standing deadwood. Willow 
tit will use coppice at medium growth (4-10 years) 
and old coppice (10-15 years) so emphasis should 
be on generating and retaining sufficient mature 
coppice stands and allowing mature scrub with rot 
to develop.

ISSUE: Decrease in soil moisture
SOLUTION OPTION 1: Water control structures
If water drains from your woodland or is not 
managed in any way, there are several options to 
consider when looking at holding water. 
Leaky dams are useful to block or restrict water 
flow away from your woodland. They are more 
useful when working with smaller natural flow 
routes, such as streams or ditches. Using natural 
materials, such as willow, a weaved barrier is 
fixed into a stream to slow the flow of the water 
and hold pools of water where desired. This also 
reduces erosion from fast flowing water. 
Hardier structures than leaky dams may be needed 
if you want more control over the water flow. 
Sluices or drop boards can be installed to regulate 
water levels over the year. These can be adjusted 
to reactively manage water levels when necessary.

Figure 4.5 

Leaky dam designed to slow 
the flow of water to create 
seasonally wetter conditions.

Important note

Works affecting the hydrology of a 
site may require consents, licensing or 
permissions from statutory authorities. 
Areas of existing wildlife interest, historical 
or archaeological importance should be 

avoided for scrape creation.

ISSUE: Lack of deadwood nest sites
SOLUTION OPTION 1: Installation of nest boxes
This should be treated with caution. Willow tit will 
not use traditional bird nest boxes so specialist 
designs are required. Even then, artificial nest 
provisions run the risk of attracting potential 
competitive species and displacing willow tit. 
Installation of specialised boxes should only be 
used where increasing the deadwood availability 
is difficult. Boxes should be used where existing 

Figure 4.6 

Ring barking.
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Figure 4.7

Left: Willow tit nest box; a  
rectangular design filled with 
rotting deadwood with open 
front to allow excavation. 
Birch wood covers most of 
the front to give a natural log 
impression. 
Right: Silver birch log tied 
to living tree to replicate 
standing deadwood.

in situ. Any existing standing deadwood should 
be retained wherever possible. Techniques such 
as ring barking causes tree death by disrupting 
the flow of water and nutrients. Increasing water 
penetration will enhance the rotting process and 
can be done simply by creating several notches or 
cuts on the top of and around the stump.
Creating deadwood in a range of sizes is important 
for overall diversity, but for willow tit nesting 
potential, standing deadwood is best measured 
between 10-20cm in diameter.
Fallen deadwood is equally important for the 
overall health of the woodland, and willow tit will 
occasionally nest in fallen stumps. It’s best to leave 
fallen deadwood in situ, however if deadwood and 
brash need to be removed for safety or operational 
reasons, it can be moved to small piles. If you 
have low bramble cover, consider piling brash and 
deadwood on top of the bramble to encourage it 
to grow upward over the brash and create a higher 
shrub layer.

willow tit territories are confirmed and should be 
placed 1.5 metres from the ground.
A simple and perhaps more suitable alternative is 
to attach decaying logs of birch or willow 10-20cm 
diameter. Logs can be attached using wire and 
staples for sturdiness and should measure 1-1.5 
metres in height, placed just off the ground.

SOLUTION OPTION 2:  

Creation of standing deadwood
Deadwood can be created through simple 
techniques which can be carried out during general 
woodland management.
Standing deadwood can be created by killing a tree
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SOLUTION OPTION 1: Fencing
Deer and livestock browsing severely affects 
structure of the lower woodland layers. Controlling 
livestock is easier through grazing regimes and 
regular movement of grazing animals. Wild 
browsing by deer is more challenging.
Temporary deer fencing can be a cost-effective 
solution to encourage regeneration of a shrub layer 
within woodlands. However, landscape-scale deer 
management is required for a sustainable long-
term solution. 
The Deer Initiative is a useful resource for advice 
and best practice regarding deer management: 
thedeerinitiative.co.uk

ISSUE: Fragmentation of habitats
SOLUTION OPTION 1: Manage regeneration
Natural succession of land enables the 
development of young scrub where allowed. 
Often this is a better option than tree planting as 
it’s cheaper and allows native pioneering species 
to develop, which are more closely associated 
with willow tits. Post-industrial sites in particular 
are susceptible to colonisation of wet woodland 
species, such as damp areas of former spoil tips, 
quarries and gravel pits. Railway embankments 
are really important features for willow tit. They 
often have shallow soils so pioneer vegetation such 
as bramble, elder and birch colonise readily but 
are often stunted, allowing a naturally-maintained 
low structure with regenerative cycles of rotting 
wood and new growth. These pieces of land should 
be considered priority areas for development of 
young damp scrub for willow tit.
Wet woodland will colonise naturally wherever it 
can. In areas of wet woodland, leave areas which 
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readily flood unplanted as natural colonisation 
will likely occur. Conversely, without intervention, 
damp-loving tree species will colonise specialist 
habitats such as mires, bogs and fens, which can 
have severe implications for these open habitats. 
Natural vegetation development around the lagg 
zone (the outer-most, low-lying areas of bogs 
with greater nutrient content) can be valuable 
in protecting bog and peatlands and can form 
in conjunction with fen-wet woodland priority 
habitats.

SOLUTION OPTION 2: Creation and 
encouragement of native hedgerows and linear scrub
Connectivity is essential for willow tit as their 
mobility is limited across open landscapes. 
Marginal features such as hedgerows and scrub 
are valuable on a landscape-scale and can increase 
resilience for local populations.
Retaining dense and mature hedgerows and scrub 
through periodic management will ensure longevity 
and biodiversity value. Hedge laying is a traditional 
management technique which prolongs the health 
of hedgerows, and occasional coppicing of scrub 
will prevent maturation. 
When considering planting of marginal habitat, for 
example along field margins, choose a native mix 
of broadleaf species. Hedgerow packs are widely 
available and often comprise a mix of blackthorn 
(Prunus spinosa), field maple (Acer campestre), 
hazel, guelder rose (Viburnum opulus) and dog rose 
(Rosa canina) and usually dominated by hawthorn. 
New hedgerows are best planted in two rows 
30cm apart with 4-6 plants per metre and in a 
staggered formation. Biodegradable tree guards 
are preferable to disposable plastic guards as these 
become difficult to remove once the hedge grows 
sufficiently and are less environmentally friendly.

Figure 4.9

Top: Himalayan balsam.
Middle: Japanese knotweed.
Bottom: Rhododendron at 
the height of the growing 
season. 
 

LONG-TERM MANAGEMENT  

AND MONITORING

Maintaining woodland habitat for willow tit requires 
periodic management to ensure regeneration of 
saplings do not mature above the required age 
for willow tit. Rotational coppicing of woodland 
compartments can help maintain different ages 
and structures, which will provide most benefit for 
wildlife. Monitor regeneration in areas of felling 
and remove a selection of saplings every couple of 
years to prevent a dense cluster of stunted saplings 
which will not develop into a healthy shrub layer. 
Space is needed around young trees for them to 
develop and utilise sufficient nutrients.

Removing invasive non-native species (INNS) 
should be a priority. In particular, Himalayan 
balsam (Impatiens glandulifera), Japanese 
knotweed (Fallopia japonica) and rhododendron 
(Rhododendron spp.) are problem species in 
woodlands and could spread rapidly in wet 
conditions. Treating INNS can be very resource-
intensive and management is required for a few 
years to ensure eradication. Grants to manage 
INNS are available and usually consist of treating 
the plant with pesticide through spraying 
or injection. An assessment from a trained 
professional can help you decide what measures 
are best suited for your site.

USEFUL LINKS

Woodland management grants
Government grants are available to apply for to 
assist in land management. Additional woodland 
creation and maintenance grants can support 
woodland-specific management.
Advice is available through gov.uk: 
https://www.gov.uk/topic/environmental-
management/land-management	

Tree felling licenses
A felling license from the Forestry Commission 
is often required when carrying out woodland 
management which involves felling, even if the 
woodland is part of a grant scheme. Anyone 
can apply for a felling licence. There are some 
exceptions where a licence is not required, such 
as the proposed felled timber volume below the 
allocated threshold, the type of work and location. 
Further advice can be found in the Forestry 
Commission’s booklet ‘Tree Felling: Getting 
Permission’ which can be downloaded as a free 
document from gov.uk
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Figure 4.8 

Mature hawthorn hedge 
which is of ideal structure for 
willow tit.

Important note

Nesting birds are protected by law 
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act. 

Management which could disrupt breeding 
birds should be avoided during breeding 
season (usually April-August). The ideal 

time to carry out management is between 
October and February.

If you need to clear vegetation when 
it is likely birds are nesting, you should 
carry out checks before starting any 
work. Further advice can be found on the 
UK Government website - Wild birds: 
protection and licenses.
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of short-mown areas for maximum diversity and 
food availability for birds.
•  Consider creating areas of bare ground 

by scraping back the turf. This will benefit 
invertebrates and also slow scrub succession and 
colonisation.

Maintain a low shrub/scrub layer
•  Manage areas for open grassland as above.
•  Allow natural colonisation of scrub vegetation 

in selected areas. As younger scrub develops, 
consider cutting back mature scrub to maintain a 
block of younger successional vegetation as this 
layer is often thought to be the most beneficial 
for willow tit. Aim for a vegetation height of  
2-4 metres.

•  Maintain scrub by cutting small areas on a 7-15 
year cycle.

Maintain a high scrub layer
•  Allow scrub to develop. You may have to actively 

manage areas of closed canopy woodland by 
thinning mature trees for this layer to develop. 
Follow the woodland management guidance for 
selective thinning and increasing deadwood.

•  Maintain scrub by coppicing on a 15-30 year 
rotation. Cut small patches to ensure there is still 
some structural diversity.

Managing wetlands  
for willow tit
Desired habitat features
Wet scrub within reedbed habitat is valuable for 
willow tit. Wet woodland can be well established 
on wetland sites and should be retained 
and managed as described in the woodland 
management section. Areas of damp willow scrub 
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Figure 4.12 

Example wet scrub habitat.

Managing farmland and  
grassland for willow tit
Farmland and open habitats have seen some of 
the most dramatic declines of willow tit. A fairly 
common landscape in the UK, there can still 
be management in place to benefit the species 
with plenty of scope to improve large-scale 
connectivity.
Habitat for willow tit on open areas will usually 
comprise woodland edge habitat or small pockets 
of scrub or woodland (copses). In many cases, 
farmland and grassland will transition to canopy 
woodland abruptly with little to no structure 
in between. This forms a hard boundary with 
little wildlife value or species-richness and often 
puts the woodland at risk of damage from wind, 
machinery or pesticide damage.
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Figure 4.10

Wind penetration can lower 
humidity in woodlands but 
encouraging scrub edge can 
help deflect wind.

It is worth noting that great spotted woodpecker 
numbers have increased significantly in farmland 
habitats, which could imply a correlation with the 
deteriorating willow tit numbers. Woodpecker 
have the advantage in open areas lacking 
significant understory where willow tit are more 
likely to be left vulnerable to predation. Creating 
areas of denser scrub could be key to retaining 
willow tit in more open environments.
The most beneficial grading will form a transition 
from species-rich grassland into low scrub before 
reaching open canopy woodland, creating a 
valuable and dynamic woodland edge habitat. 
The woody edge supports many nesting bird 
species, and the open ground can offer feeding 
opportunities on seeds and invertebrates.
Woodland edge will not only provide suitable 
nesting and foraging habitat but will also improve 
the overall condition of the woodland. A woodland 
with an abrupt edge with neighbouring habitats will 
allow wind penetration which can cause damage to 
trees and will also lower the humidity. 
For willow tit, woodlands with higher humidity 
levels provide better conditions for nesting 
as the rate of wood decay increases, creating 
more standing deadwood, and conditions for 
invertebrates as food sources are more suitable. A 
scrubby edge will also create dappled shade, which 
is better for ground flora and invertebrates. Total 
shade lowers the woodland temperature too much, 
and no shade causes drying out of woodlands.

MANAGEMENT SUGGESTIONS

Develop a species-rich grassland edge
•  Cut grassland periodically and at staggered 

timings to allow for a scrub-free tall herbaceous 
layer with areas of tall rough grassland and areas

Figure 4.11

Example management of 
open habitat/woodland 
edges to create maximum 
diversity.

SHORT	SCRUB:	
ca7	year		
rotation

INNER	RIDE:	
short	herbaceous		

vegetation		
cut	annually

OUTER	RIDE:	
long	herbaceous		
vegetation		
cut	every		
2-3	years

MATURE	SCRUB:	
ca15	year		
rotation
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between woodland and reedbed habitat creates 
a favourable habitat for willow tit and enables a 
more diverse mosaic wetland system. Standing 
deadwood within wet scrub can be retained 
for nesting and seed heads from reedmace and 
bulrush are frequently used for nest linings. 

MANAGEMENT SUGGESTIONS

Maintain wet scrub
•  Allow some natural succession of wet scrub 

into reedbed habitat. Scrub can be managed on 
a rotational cutting cycle over 10-15 years to 
prevent maturation and drying out of reedbed 
whilst maintaining structural diversity. 

•  Manage deadwood so that standing deadwood is 
available within scrub patches. 
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organisations may be able to help with previous 
records. The RSPB coordinated a national willow 
tit survey over the 2019/20 and 2020/21 seasons. 
Data can be accessed on RSPB’s ‘National Willow 
Tit Survey’ website, with details of particular 
locations available on request.

Before any fieldwork is carried out, landowner 
permissions should always be attained. Permission 
from Natural England is required to conduct 
willow tit surveys on SSSI land. The survey method 
requires a pre-recorded willow tit call mix. The 
playback recording can be downloaded from some 
local bird surveying sites, or through the RSPB.

WHAT DATA SHOULD BE COLLECTED?

Presence/likely absence
From the playback method, a simple presence/
absence assessment can be enough for site 
management and monitoring purposes. In theory, it 
is impossible to prove absence due to the secretive 
nature of the willow tit and the occasional lack of 
response to the playback. In practice however, if 
no response is recorded following a second or even 
third visit, then it should be marked as an absence.

Habitat data
Though not directly gathering data on willow tit 
populations, habitat data is useful to routinely 
monitor to identify change and possible correlation 
with willow tit presence or absence, plus any 
management interventions needed. A simple 
scoring system was produced for the 2015-2021 
Dearne Valley surveys and variations are used by 
the Greater Manchester Ecology Unit, Lancashire 
Wildlife Trust and Yorkshire Wildlife Trust, which 
enables some data to be collected even if no willow 
tit are recorded.

Habitats, dominant tree species and the presence 
of watercourses were systematically recorded 
during the 2015 survey, but only within the 
immediate vicinity (20 metres) of the successful 
registration. In addition, the presence of the 
potential predator great spotted woodpecker 
was recorded. Later surveys had a scoring system 
for playback point counts. It should be noted 
that this is not a conclusive system and does not 
account for all habitats which can be occupied by 
willow tit. However, it can provide useful pictures 
of woodland and scrub areas in particular when 
considering management.

When habitat scoring, surveyors evaluated the 
habitat 25m around the recording point. If on a 
linear disused railway or canal, they evaluated 
25m each way of the linear route. Habitats were 
recorded as one or a cross-over of the scores in 
Box 5.1.

THE PURPOSE OF SURVEYING

The willow tit is a topical species that has been 
highlighted due to its dramatic decline within the 
UK, documented in the National Bird Atlas 2007-
2011 and it is now a conservation priority ‘Red List’ 
species. Several studies have been completed in 
the past to gain more detailed insights as to why 
this species is in breeding population downfall. 
Over the course of a 50-year period the national 
decline has been over 90% and the breeding 
range has halved. The UK population has dropped 
from 3,400 pairs (Bird Atlas 2007-2011) to an 
estimated 2,750 in 2020 (Woodward et al. RBBP 
BB publication).
Due to the severity of decline, it is of principle 
significance to understand where populations 
still exist and where declines are still extreme. 
Gathering this information through surveys is 
crucial to assist in understanding the drivers of 
decline so management and policy making can be 
addressed. Additionally, willow tit records on land 
eyed for development could inform mitigation 
proposals to ensure targeted habitat management 
is considered or, ideally, halt development 
proposals in favour of maintaining the existing 
habitat.
Landowners can be specifically advised on willow 
tit habitat management where local records 
become available to them. Typically, a standard 
breeding bird survey (BBS) is carried out between 
April and June. This is outside the optimal time for 
surveying willow tit, which are notoriously difficult 
to locate once they have a nest with eggs in April 
and May as they remain quite silent. As a result, 
willow tit records can be missed completely so a 
more tailored survey earlier in the season should 
be carried out.

PLANNING A SURVEY

An initial desktop analysis of the site planned for 
survey should be undertaken to identify likely 
locations for willow tit activity. Surveying can be 
time intensive, and the window is relatively short, 
so focussing your efforts by habitat type is more 
efficient, particularly if you are not familiar with the 
area. Using habitat data from Phase 1 or UK Habs 
surveys can be a useful starting point, where you 
can pinpoint typical habitat types, focussing on 
woodland, scrub and riparian corridors.

It can be useful at this stage to look at previous 
survey results or willow tit records in the local 
area to get a feel for where previous territories 
have been held. This will aid long-term monitoring 
as surveying previous territory locations will 
identify any change in populations or movement 
of breeding pairs. Local record centres and 
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SURVEY METHODOLOGY

Playback method
The playback method is the most recognised and 
recommended method when surveying for willow 
tit. It consists of periodically playing a recording 
of willow tit calls to encourage a response from 
birds in the vicinity. Due to potential disturbance to 
other breeding birds, it should only be used during 
the recommended survey timings as listed below. 

Method overview
•  Two visits at least two weeks apart to the 

planned survey area during February – mid-April 
on fine, warm days with little wind.

•  A transect is walked and a stop made every 
100m to play the willow tit recording for two 
minutes.

•  After two minutes of playback, the surveyor 
waits a further two minutes and records any 
response (this can be vocal or a correctly 
identified appearance of the bird).

•  If a response or positive identification is 
achieved, the surveyor notes the coordinates 
(usually a 6 or 10-figure grid reference), the time 
of response and type of response (song, alarm 
call, sighting).

•  Added evaluation of habitat can be recorded 
regardless of response.

A territory is considered to be apparently occupied 
if willow tit were recorded on one or both of 
the survey visits. There are factors to consider 
which may affect the results or effectiveness of 
the survey. The following factors were noted by 
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ecologists and surveyors over a five-year period of 
consistent monitoring in the Dearne Valley:
•  Weather conditions during the pre-survey 

window (e.g. excessive or unseasonal flooding, 
snow) which affect willow tit behaviour in 
response to playback.

•  ‘Playback fatigue’ where birds become 
accustomed to the playback recording and 
therefore it is ignored, and birds don’t respond.

•  Poor winter survival or harsh conditions leading 
to poor breeding condition and resulting in a 
genuine decline.

•  Previous results have found single birds 
responding to the playback rather than pairs, 
so certain conditions may mean that pairs have 
not established by the time of the survey. Paired 
birds often appear together and can be seen 
and heard. Single birds tend to sing more rather 
than just contact or alarm calls and will continue 
singing after the recording has stopped.

•  Inconsistent responses have been noted. As in 
previous years, responses can range from a visual 
‘look and see’ with no call, a shy diagnostic call, to 
a full-blown agitated song response, with single 
or paired birds responding. Some birds suddenly 
appear out of a nearby bush, whilst others 
seem to travel from up to 100m away. Some 
call a couple of times and are then silent. At 
Worsbrough Reservoir, radio tracking has shown 
birds can move silently along hedgerows next to 
the observer and escape detection.

Limitations 

The methodology is not fool-proof, and a negative 
result does not conclusively mean that a territory 
is absent, as evidenced by the number of blank 
results in a known territory, for instance in two 
locations, three further territories were located 
at later dates. Birds may well be foraging in other 
parts of the territory beyond the playback range, 
and some birds may be genuinely less responsive. 
Birds may be well-spaced with an average of 950 
metres apart on linear habitats, but in hotspot 

locations may be closer and up to 250-300 metres 
apart. If the habitat is ideal, then higher densities 
can be achieved and there is increased tolerance of 
adjacent pairs.

Willow tit are known to disperse after breeding 
and may enter other types of habitat such as 
gardens, even away from watercourses, where 
they are attracted to feeders, and some birds 
may well have been absent from the core of the 
territory during the survey period.

Survey timings 

Two surveys in between February and mid-April 
on fine weather days with little or no wind. Years 
of cold wet springs often produce minimal early 
records and any willow tit found are more evident 
late March and up to mid-April. When starting a 
survey late February or early March, if no other 
species are very vocal then willow tit are generally 
harder to find. It’s a case of the breeding season 
has not quite got going.
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Box 5.1  Example habitat scoring for  
willow tit surveys

Dry, closed-canopy woodland 
with little to no understory  
and standing deadwood.

Mature woodland with some 
understory <2m in height, 
occasional deadwood.

Open canopy woodland/
scrub with some wetness, low 
understory <2m in height, 
occasional deadwood.

Open canopy woodland/
scrub with wetness, dense 
understory 2-4m in height, 
frequent deadwood.

5

Increase in 
sustainability

Habitat not suitable;  

e.g. no vegetation.
1

2

3

4
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variety of wildlife colonisation, including willow tit.  
These ‘sites’ can be extensive (Old Moor area 150 
ha and Rabbit Ings and Carlton Marsh 125 ha), but 
an additional enhancing factor is the inter-linking 
habitats of disused railways and canals, together 
with the natural streams and rivers, which are 
equally important in providing linear links that will 
benefit post breeding dispersal.
The data from the case study sites suggest that 
there has been some genuine increase in willow 
tit populations in some of the study area and that 
this is linked to the transformation of industrial 
landscapes into a greener post-industrial landscape 
comprised of a rich mosaic of designed, neglected 
and naturally regenerated habitats. 

The playback elicited strong responses from other 
species too, particularly great tit, blue tit and long-
tailed tit (Aegithalos caudatus), but also chaffinch 
(Fringilla coelebs) and robin (Erithacus rubecula).

It proved difficult to establish habitat and 
vegetation associations using the survey results. 
Most parts and km squares of the study area 
support the common trees expected to be 
associated with the wet woodland and scrub 
habitats known to be favoured for willow tit 
territories (willows and sallow, alders and elder).

CONCLUSIONS

Surveyor observations supplemented by the 
map results confirm the association of willow tit 
with watercourses, wet woodland and scrub in 
the study area, particularly dense areas of rough 
tangled vegetation, e.g. brambles, interspersed 
with low bushes adjacent to watercourses and 
waterbodies but with areas of mature thick old 
trees, often willows over standing water in small 
copses and hedgerows along floodplain streams, as 
well as more recognisable mature willow and alder 
wet woodland.
In land-use terms, these habitats were found on 
nature reserves, abandoned post-industrial land 
subject to natural succession, new formally planted 
woodland on old pit-heaps and industrial sites, 
and along old, abandoned canals, railway lines and 
roadsides. Some of the sites are more natural (e.g. 
floodplain riverside lines of willows and alders).
The areas in which increases were concentrated 
were in post-industrial landscapes where the 
transformation of industrial land to a rich mosaic 
and diversity of habitats represents a genuine 
increase of extent and quality of land available for a 

greatest, as well as one site which had shown a 
rapid decline. Worsbrough Reservoir, a lowland 
canal feeder reservoir with mature woodland, 
wetland and grassland habitats, and Ingbirchworth 
Reservoir (outside the study area), an upland 
drinking water reservoir surrounded by scrub used 
in this study as a comparison site, are sites which 
have apparently changed little over the period 
1975-2015 and appear to show relatively stable 
populations. Howell Wood is a large, dry mature 
oak-birch woodland which formerly supported 
a number of territories, but which has shown 
a dramatic decline. Old Moor and Rabbit Ings-
Carlton Marsh, however, both show significant 
increases in populations.  
Both of these latter sites are extensive areas 
of former collieries, and either through natural 
regeneration or deliberate re-landscaping 
measures, now support rich and diverse mosaics 
of wetland, woodland, grassland and scrub 
habitats combined with remnants of the pre-
industrial landscape such as the river and stream 
watercourses.
Densities 

Within the study area, territory density was 0.35 
territories per km sq. This ranged from 0 to 6.7 
territories per km sq. with the best sites supporting 
between 4.4 and 6.7 territories per km sq. The 
‘control’ site at Ingbirchworth Reservoir has 
supported between 2 and 3 territories for almost 
40 years, though it is a small, isolated site. 
In historical terms, only Worsbrough Reservoir 
recorded more apparent territories in any one year 
(up to 17) than the 2015 survey – this would have 
produced a density of 6.3 per km sq.
Habitats 

The territory map does show some clear patterns.  
Almost all the willow tit territories were located on 
or near to waterbodies such as rivers, canals and 
lakes. Another clear pattern is the regular linear 
spacing of territories, which has also been found by 
surveys in Wigan, particularly along rivers, drains, 
canals and disused railways associated with damp 
woodland, and the relative lack of concentrations 
of territories (only visible in very few locations such 
as the case study sites where territories were as 
close as 250-300 metres between each other).  
Furthermore, the species was not recorded 
over large parts of the intervening landscape, an 
observation reinforced by the surveyors who paid 
particular attention to large areas of apparently 
suitable woodland some of which had supported 
territories in the past.
Although the territory map shows that willow 
tit are well distributed across the study area, 
the chances of encountering them can be very 
variable. Both surveyors had completely blank 
survey days despite apparently suitable conditions 
(representing up to 6 hours without a registration), 
and not all territories were recorded on both 
survey dates. Some birds responded loudly and 
vociferously to the playback, whilst others hardly 
called at all.

CASE STUDY
Willow tit landscape survey, 
Dearne Valley

Methodology
A desktop analysis of the Phase 1 habitat map of 
the area was undertaken and a survey plan devised 
which visited all 200 x1-km squares twice in 
February and March, focussing on woodland, scrub 
and riparian habitats. Linear routes were walked 
along rivers, canals, disused railway lines and public 
footpaths.

The survey followed the recognised playback 
method undertaken by two experienced surveyors 
between 15th February and 10th April 2015. 
Weather conditions were chosen which were ideal 
for the survey, being dry, sunny and with little or 
no wind. 

Habitats, dominant tree species and the presence 
of watercourses were systematically recorded 
within 20m of the successful registration. In 
addition the presence of the potential predator 
great spotted woodpecker was recorded.

A territory was considered to be apparently 
occupied if willow tit were recorded on one or both 
of the survey visits.

RESULTS

Territories

A total of 70 territories were located in the 2015 
survey. The majority of territories were in single 
1km squares but there were up to six territories 
in favoured localities. This represents 35% of 
the Dearne Valley study area occupied.  27 ‘new’ 
occupied territories were recorded in comparison 
to the Atlas survey, an apparent increase of 63%, 
whilst 10 territories found in the Atlas survey were 
not recorded during the 2015 survey.
Traditional hotspot sites found densities to be 

Figure 5.1

Willow tit territories, Dearne 
Valley (2015).
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Figure 5.2

Example willow tit survey 
form.
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